This following list incorporates national academy fellowships, professional society fellowships or officerships, and editorships of professional journals.

**Fellowships and Officerships**

- Lori Andrews (LAW): honorary fellow, American College of Legal Medicine
- Hamid Arastoopour (CHEE): fellow, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
- Patricia Bach (PSYC): secretary/treasurer, Association for Contextual and Behavioral Psychology
- Fred Bosselman (LAW): member, American Law Institute
- Evelyn Brody (LAW): secretary, American Bar Association Section of Taxation; member, American Law Institute
- Bartram Brown (LAW): member, American Law Institute
- Ali Cinar (CHEE): fellow, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
- Martin Cole (NCFST): fellow, International Academy of Food Science and Technology; chair, International Commission for the Microbiological Safety of Foods
- Dirk Denison (ARCH): College of Fellows. American Institute of Architects
- Graeme Dinwoodie (LAW): member, American Law Institute
- Ophir Frieder (CS): fellow, Association for Computing Machinery; fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science
- Dimitri Gidasow (CHEE): fellow, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
- Steven L. Harris (LAW): member, American Law Institute
- M. Zia Hassan (BUS): fellow, American Society for Quality Control
- Serope Kalpakjian (MMAE): life fellow, American Society of Mechanical Engineers; fellow, Society of Manufacturing Engineers
- Harold Krent (LAW): ex-officio member, American Law Institute
- Chow Lam (PSYC): fellow, American Psychological Association; senior research fellow, National Institute on Disabilities and Rehabilitation Research; president, American Rehabilitation Counseling Association
- Norman Lederman (MSE): president, National Association for Research in Science Teaching
• Xiang-Yang Li (CS): president, Society of Chinese-American Professors and Scientists, Chicago Chapter
• Henry Linden (CHEE): fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science; fellow, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
• Demetrios Moschandreas (CHEE): fellow, International Society of Indoor Air Quality and Climate
• Hassan Nagib (MMAE): fellow, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
• Sudhakar Nair (MMAE): fellow, American Society of Mechanical Engineers
• Ganesh Raman (MMAE): fellow, American Society of Mechanical Engineers
• Edward Reingold (CS): fellow, Association for Computing Machinery
• Donna Robertson (ARCH): fellow, American Institute of Architects
• Keiichi Sato (ID): board member, Japanese Society for the Science of Design
• Warren Schmaus (HUM): various governing committees, International Society for the History of Philosophy and Science
• Ullica Segerstrale (SOC): foreign member, Finnish Academy of Sciences and Letters
• Mohammad Shahidehpour (ECE): fellow, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
• Jeffrey Sherman (LAW): academic fellow, American College of Trust and Estate Counsel; member, American Law Institute
• Henry Stark (ECE): fellow, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
• Ronald Staudt (LAW): fellow, College of Law Practice Management
• Joan Steinman (LAW): member, American Law Institute
• Xian-He Sun (CS): vice president, Society of Chinese-American Professors and Scientists
• Ruth Sweetser (CPD): president, American Association of University Women
• A. Dan Tarlock (LAW): member, American Law Institute
• Michael Tillmans (TECH): president, International Society for Performance Improvement, Chicago Chapter
• Annette Towler (PSYC): treasurer, Chicago I/O Psychologist Society
• Vincent Turrito (BME): inaugural fellow, Biomedical Engineering Society
• Darsh Wasan (CHEE): member, National Academy of Engineering
• Richard Wright (LAW): member, American Law Institute
• Michael Young (PSYC): president, Society for Light Treatment and Biological Rhythms; treasurer, Society of Research in Psychopathology
Editorships

- Michael Davis (HUM): senior editor, *Ashgate Studies in Applied Ethics*
- Greg Gasshauer (MATH): editorial board member, *Engineering Analysis with Boundary Elements*
- Robert Krawczyk (ARCH): corresponding editor and editorial board member, *Nexus Network Journal*
- Norman Lederman (MSE): editor, *School Science and Mathematics*
- Xiang-Yang Li (CS): editor, *Ad Hoc and Sensor Wireless Networks*
- Kathryn Riley (HUM): editor, *Business Communication Quarterly*
- Mohammad Shahidehpour (ECE): editor, *Transactions on Power Systems*
- May Lou Tortorello (NCFST): chief editor, *Food Microbiology*; editorial board member, *Journal of Food Protection*
- Don Ucci (ECE): publications editor, *Journal on Selected Areas in Communications*; associate editor, *Communications Society Magazine*
- Michael Young (PSYC): associate editor, *Journal of Abnormal Psychology*